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rain on someone else's parade get wind of something under the weather 
know which way the wind 

blows 
have your head in the clouds 

calm before the storm storm in a teacup every cloud has a silver lining take the wind out of my sails a breeze 

storm is brewing fair-weather friend Free raining cats and dogs throw caution to the wind 

steal someone's thunder when it rains, it pours ray of hope snowed under shoot the breeze 

right as rain break the ice save for a rainy day the tip of the iceberg skate on thin ice 
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on cloud nine shoot the breeze have your head in the clouds raining cats and dogs get a second wind 

steal someone's thunder storm in a teacup take the wind out of my sails break the ice ray of hope 

chase rainbows every cloud has a silver lining Free right as rain skate on thin ice 

throw caution to the wind take a raincheck rain on someone else's parade fair-weather friend snowed under 

under the weather a breeze 
know which way the wind 

blows 
storm is brewing when it rains, it pours 
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on cloud nine snowed under a breeze calm before the storm under the weather 

when it rains, it pours throw caution to the wind shoot the breeze rain on someone else's parade get a second wind 

break the ice put on ice Free have your head in the clouds steal someone's thunder 

the tip of the iceberg storm in a teacup right as rain 
know which way the wind 

blows 
chase rainbows 

skate on thin ice ray of hope take the wind out of my sails take a raincheck save for a rainy day 
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break the ice skate on thin ice 
know which way the wind 

blows 
take the wind out of my sails have your head in the clouds 

fair-weather friend steal someone's thunder rain on someone else's parade take a raincheck get wind of something 

under the weather throw caution to the wind Free ray of hope save for a rainy day 

the tip of the iceberg on cloud nine every cloud has a silver lining when it rains, it pours storm is brewing 

get a second wind calm before the storm right as rain storm in a teacup raining cats and dogs 
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break the ice put on ice fair-weather friend rain on someone else's parade a breeze 

chase rainbows every cloud has a silver lining storm is brewing ray of hope steal someone's thunder 

take the wind out of my sails calm before the storm Free throw caution to the wind snowed under 

the tip of the iceberg when it rains, it pours save for a rainy day get wind of something right as rain 

have your head in the clouds take a raincheck storm in a teacup skate on thin ice under the weather 
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shoot the breeze skate on thin ice put on ice throw caution to the wind storm is brewing 

chase rainbows get a second wind rain on someone else's parade raining cats and dogs storm in a teacup 

take the wind out of my sails save for a rainy day Free take a raincheck when it rains, it pours 

fair-weather friend break the ice have your head in the clouds right as rain calm before the storm 

know which way the wind 
blows 

snowed under steal someone's thunder on cloud nine ray of hope 
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ray of hope under the weather 
know which way the wind 

blows 
rain on someone else's parade chase rainbows 

on cloud nine steal someone's thunder get wind of something storm is brewing put on ice 

throw caution to the wind raining cats and dogs Free fair-weather friend break the ice 

right as rain have your head in the clouds a breeze storm in a teacup shoot the breeze 

skate on thin ice calm before the storm every cloud has a silver lining when it rains, it pours the tip of the iceberg 
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storm in a teacup steal someone's thunder get wind of something every cloud has a silver lining the tip of the iceberg 

know which way the wind 
blows 

under the weather skate on thin ice when it rains, it pours break the ice 

have your head in the clouds on cloud nine Free right as rain snowed under 

shoot the breeze take a raincheck throw caution to the wind calm before the storm ray of hope 

get a second wind storm is brewing save for a rainy day rain on someone else's parade a breeze 
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save for a rainy day chase rainbows snowed under 
know which way the wind 

blows 
when it rains, it pours 

the tip of the iceberg under the weather storm is brewing on cloud nine shoot the breeze 

every cloud has a silver lining get wind of something Free have your head in the clouds fair-weather friend 

take a raincheck put on ice storm in a teacup break the ice a breeze 

raining cats and dogs rain on someone else's parade ray of hope throw caution to the wind calm before the storm 
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storm is brewing chase rainbows ray of hope have your head in the clouds take a raincheck 

know which way the wind 
blows 

take the wind out of my sails snowed under a breeze calm before the storm 

the tip of the iceberg shoot the breeze Free throw caution to the wind on cloud nine 

fair-weather friend right as rain get wind of something save for a rainy day rain on someone else's parade 

get a second wind put on ice when it rains, it pours every cloud has a silver lining skate on thin ice 
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right as rain the tip of the iceberg put on ice storm in a teacup skate on thin ice 

take a raincheck every cloud has a silver lining under the weather chase rainbows have your head in the clouds 

storm is brewing save for a rainy day Free raining cats and dogs fair-weather friend 

rain on someone else's parade break the ice get wind of something snowed under on cloud nine 

when it rains, it pours calm before the storm 
know which way the wind 

blows 
shoot the breeze take the wind out of my sails 
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take a raincheck break the ice steal someone's thunder get wind of something ray of hope 

throw caution to the wind shoot the breeze the tip of the iceberg storm is brewing a breeze 

take the wind out of my sails 
know which way the wind 

blows 
Free put on ice skate on thin ice 

calm before the storm fair-weather friend every cloud has a silver lining chase rainbows snowed under 

when it rains, it pours on cloud nine under the weather save for a rainy day raining cats and dogs 
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a breeze have your head in the clouds chase rainbows calm before the storm get a second wind 

steal someone's thunder when it rains, it pours raining cats and dogs every cloud has a silver lining take a raincheck 

under the weather put on ice Free right as rain shoot the breeze 

snowed under ray of hope on cloud nine rain on someone else's parade fair-weather friend 

storm is brewing get wind of something save for a rainy day the tip of the iceberg skate on thin ice 
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take a raincheck skate on thin ice storm is brewing a breeze take the wind out of my sails 

fair-weather friend every cloud has a silver lining have your head in the clouds on cloud nine calm before the storm 

steal someone's thunder the tip of the iceberg Free 
know which way the wind 

blows 
put on ice 

under the weather get a second wind get wind of something storm in a teacup save for a rainy day 

snowed under when it rains, it pours right as rain throw caution to the wind rain on someone else's parade 
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raining cats and dogs get a second wind take the wind out of my sails every cloud has a silver lining break the ice 

snowed under steal someone's thunder skate on thin ice throw caution to the wind take a raincheck 

storm is brewing a breeze Free the tip of the iceberg put on ice 

ray of hope shoot the breeze chase rainbows rain on someone else's parade calm before the storm 

right as rain get wind of something have your head in the clouds when it rains, it pours 
know which way the wind 

blows 
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snowed under every cloud has a silver lining storm in a teacup skate on thin ice the tip of the iceberg 

under the weather storm is brewing calm before the storm put on ice steal someone's thunder 

a breeze raining cats and dogs Free throw caution to the wind have your head in the clouds 

take the wind out of my sails save for a rainy day 
know which way the wind 

blows 
chase rainbows get wind of something 

shoot the breeze take a raincheck ray of hope break the ice get a second wind 
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chase rainbows on cloud nine every cloud has a silver lining fair-weather friend calm before the storm 

throw caution to the wind storm in a teacup steal someone's thunder raining cats and dogs rain on someone else's parade 

get wind of something right as rain Free put on ice get a second wind 

under the weather the tip of the iceberg take a raincheck save for a rainy day take the wind out of my sails 

ray of hope when it rains, it pours have your head in the clouds shoot the breeze 
know which way the wind 

blows 
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every cloud has a silver lining save for a rainy day on cloud nine chase rainbows snowed under 

storm is brewing under the weather the tip of the iceberg storm in a teacup fair-weather friend 

get a second wind take the wind out of my sails Free when it rains, it pours skate on thin ice 

shoot the breeze have your head in the clouds throw caution to the wind put on ice break the ice 

right as rain ray of hope 
know which way the wind 

blows 
calm before the storm steal someone's thunder 
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snowed under the tip of the iceberg shoot the breeze get a second wind storm is brewing 

raining cats and dogs a breeze on cloud nine calm before the storm have your head in the clouds 

every cloud has a silver lining put on ice Free 
know which way the wind 

blows 
throw caution to the wind 

take the wind out of my sails right as rain ray of hope save for a rainy day break the ice 

storm in a teacup take a raincheck steal someone's thunder when it rains, it pours get wind of something 
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put on ice save for a rainy day fair-weather friend when it rains, it pours get a second wind 

the tip of the iceberg 
know which way the wind 

blows 
get wind of something raining cats and dogs break the ice 

storm in a teacup calm before the storm Free storm is brewing steal someone's thunder 

every cloud has a silver lining rain on someone else's parade on cloud nine chase rainbows have your head in the clouds 

a breeze throw caution to the wind skate on thin ice ray of hope right as rain 
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steal someone's thunder get a second wind have your head in the clouds shoot the breeze fair-weather friend 

the tip of the iceberg storm in a teacup put on ice snowed under break the ice 

calm before the storm skate on thin ice Free on cloud nine take the wind out of my sails 

every cloud has a silver lining chase rainbows get wind of something take a raincheck 
know which way the wind 

blows 

under the weather raining cats and dogs storm is brewing a breeze when it rains, it pours 
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snowed under save for a rainy day calm before the storm rain on someone else's parade raining cats and dogs 

under the weather break the ice get a second wind fair-weather friend when it rains, it pours 

on cloud nine get wind of something Free 
know which way the wind 

blows 
chase rainbows 

ray of hope throw caution to the wind steal someone's thunder every cloud has a silver lining a breeze 

the tip of the iceberg shoot the breeze right as rain storm in a teacup take a raincheck 
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put on ice 
know which way the wind 

blows 
when it rains, it pours take a raincheck on cloud nine 

get a second wind chase rainbows the tip of the iceberg save for a rainy day steal someone's thunder 

under the weather ray of hope Free snowed under fair-weather friend 

raining cats and dogs every cloud has a silver lining shoot the breeze take the wind out of my sails calm before the storm 

get wind of something storm in a teacup throw caution to the wind a breeze skate on thin ice 
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break the ice the tip of the iceberg throw caution to the wind when it rains, it pours storm is brewing 

chase rainbows calm before the storm put on ice snowed under 
know which way the wind 

blows 

take the wind out of my sails ray of hope Free skate on thin ice have your head in the clouds 

steal someone's thunder a breeze shoot the breeze under the weather fair-weather friend 

storm in a teacup raining cats and dogs on cloud nine get wind of something get a second wind 
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save for a rainy day a breeze put on ice every cloud has a silver lining 
know which way the wind 

blows 

fair-weather friend throw caution to the wind storm in a teacup take a raincheck the tip of the iceberg 

get a second wind when it rains, it pours Free ray of hope calm before the storm 

break the ice rain on someone else's parade snowed under steal someone's thunder skate on thin ice 

have your head in the clouds right as rain under the weather on cloud nine chase rainbows 
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steal someone's thunder raining cats and dogs get a second wind get wind of something take the wind out of my sails 

on cloud nine rain on someone else's parade a breeze under the weather 
know which way the wind 

blows 

fair-weather friend the tip of the iceberg Free ray of hope save for a rainy day 

have your head in the clouds shoot the breeze skate on thin ice storm is brewing break the ice 

chase rainbows put on ice take a raincheck when it rains, it pours calm before the storm 
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have your head in the clouds take a raincheck snowed under 
know which way the wind 

blows 
every cloud has a silver lining 

save for a rainy day get wind of something skate on thin ice shoot the breeze steal someone's thunder 

calm before the storm take the wind out of my sails Free raining cats and dogs chase rainbows 

throw caution to the wind the tip of the iceberg when it rains, it pours storm in a teacup right as rain 

get a second wind under the weather ray of hope put on ice rain on someone else's parade 
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calm before the storm shoot the breeze throw caution to the wind get a second wind have your head in the clouds 

storm is brewing get wind of something on cloud nine the tip of the iceberg raining cats and dogs 

fair-weather friend snowed under Free break the ice a breeze 

take a raincheck storm in a teacup put on ice rain on someone else's parade every cloud has a silver lining 

right as rain ray of hope chase rainbows take the wind out of my sails skate on thin ice 
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ray of hope take the wind out of my sails fair-weather friend break the ice when it rains, it pours 

every cloud has a silver lining raining cats and dogs calm before the storm 
know which way the wind 

blows 
the tip of the iceberg 

a breeze storm is brewing Free get wind of something throw caution to the wind 

under the weather skate on thin ice have your head in the clouds storm in a teacup put on ice 

get a second wind rain on someone else's parade save for a rainy day take a raincheck steal someone's thunder 
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storm is brewing throw caution to the wind when it rains, it pours rain on someone else's parade break the ice 

storm in a teacup on cloud nine shoot the breeze every cloud has a silver lining take a raincheck 

a breeze steal someone's thunder Free get a second wind 
know which way the wind 

blows 

raining cats and dogs right as rain put on ice have your head in the clouds calm before the storm 

get wind of something fair-weather friend under the weather save for a rainy day skate on thin ice 
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the tip of the iceberg fair-weather friend throw caution to the wind save for a rainy day right as rain 

know which way the wind 
blows 

ray of hope raining cats and dogs chase rainbows get a second wind 

shoot the breeze skate on thin ice Free get wind of something every cloud has a silver lining 

have your head in the clouds take the wind out of my sails put on ice calm before the storm snowed under 

a breeze rain on someone else's parade steal someone's thunder storm is brewing under the weather 
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throw caution to the wind get a second wind on cloud nine a breeze break the ice 

take the wind out of my sails steal someone's thunder ray of hope get wind of something chase rainbows 

when it rains, it pours 
know which way the wind 

blows 
Free storm is brewing have your head in the clouds 

rain on someone else's parade take a raincheck put on ice shoot the breeze the tip of the iceberg 

raining cats and dogs right as rain skate on thin ice calm before the storm save for a rainy day 
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break the ice right as rain when it rains, it pours 
know which way the wind 

blows 
have your head in the clouds 

every cloud has a silver lining the tip of the iceberg calm before the storm storm in a teacup throw caution to the wind 

take the wind out of my sails save for a rainy day Free rain on someone else's parade raining cats and dogs 

a breeze chase rainbows on cloud nine shoot the breeze get a second wind 

under the weather put on ice storm is brewing steal someone's thunder get wind of something 
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shoot the breeze every cloud has a silver lining under the weather put on ice storm in a teacup 

fair-weather friend skate on thin ice on cloud nine raining cats and dogs throw caution to the wind 

take a raincheck the tip of the iceberg Free a breeze when it rains, it pours 

storm is brewing snowed under have your head in the clouds get wind of something 
know which way the wind 

blows 

calm before the storm chase rainbows get a second wind right as rain save for a rainy day 
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on cloud nine chase rainbows the tip of the iceberg right as rain get a second wind 

snowed under save for a rainy day take a raincheck skate on thin ice have your head in the clouds 

throw caution to the wind rain on someone else's parade Free break the ice 
know which way the wind 

blows 

get wind of something when it rains, it pours storm in a teacup every cloud has a silver lining shoot the breeze 

raining cats and dogs storm is brewing put on ice take the wind out of my sails calm before the storm 
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right as rain have your head in the clouds when it rains, it pours under the weather take the wind out of my sails 

a breeze every cloud has a silver lining ray of hope skate on thin ice snowed under 

steal someone's thunder put on ice Free rain on someone else's parade chase rainbows 

the tip of the iceberg get wind of something raining cats and dogs break the ice fair-weather friend 

calm before the storm storm in a teacup shoot the breeze get a second wind 
know which way the wind 

blows 
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take the wind out of my sails have your head in the clouds the tip of the iceberg save for a rainy day steal someone's thunder 

take a raincheck rain on someone else's parade a breeze storm in a teacup get wind of something 

throw caution to the wind break the ice Free calm before the storm 
know which way the wind 

blows 

fair-weather friend shoot the breeze every cloud has a silver lining under the weather snowed under 

put on ice ray of hope storm is brewing chase rainbows on cloud nine 
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get a second wind storm is brewing have your head in the clouds right as rain snowed under 

skate on thin ice storm in a teacup under the weather raining cats and dogs every cloud has a silver lining 

calm before the storm on cloud nine Free when it rains, it pours chase rainbows 

fair-weather friend get wind of something take the wind out of my sails ray of hope put on ice 

know which way the wind 
blows 

a breeze rain on someone else's parade shoot the breeze save for a rainy day 
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break the ice throw caution to the wind storm is brewing fair-weather friend a breeze 

take the wind out of my sails storm in a teacup get a second wind get wind of something calm before the storm 

take a raincheck have your head in the clouds Free when it rains, it pours snowed under 

skate on thin ice shoot the breeze chase rainbows rain on someone else's parade right as rain 

ray of hope under the weather the tip of the iceberg every cloud has a silver lining on cloud nine 
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take the wind out of my sails put on ice have your head in the clouds the tip of the iceberg under the weather 

get wind of something break the ice calm before the storm shoot the breeze when it rains, it pours 

know which way the wind 
blows 

throw caution to the wind Free get a second wind raining cats and dogs 

on cloud nine every cloud has a silver lining right as rain chase rainbows save for a rainy day 

storm is brewing rain on someone else's parade snowed under a breeze storm in a teacup 

 


